Fire System Information Website

- **Mission**
  - The mission of the site will be to identify and describe the operation of fire systems. When people understand how a fire system works, they will be more likely to do the right thing. When a fire system activates, the building occupant will know what to expect and how the fire system will help them in an emergency.

- **Audience**
  - The audience will be building occupants and new students. They would be brought to this page by a link on the USC Fire Safety and Emergency Planning website.

- **Content**
  - The content will be:
    - Fire Systems
      - Fire Alarms
        - Annunciator
        - Fire Control Panel
        - Manual Station
        - Smoke Detector
        - Communicator
      - Fire Sprinklers
        - Riser
        - Control Valve
        - Sprinkler Head
      - Fire Doors
        - Self Closing
        - Automatic Closing
        - Dampers
      - Emergency Lighting
        - Exit Signs
        - Egress Lighting

- **Graphics**
  - There will be graphics for all of the fire system components.

- **Design and Style**
  - The site design will be one which will follow general USC site guidelines so that it will easily integrate and transition from the USC main site.

- **Page Count**
  - The site will have about 18 pages.
  - Each component page will have a graphic of the fire device and a description on how it works.